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Use the insights from our review of
a book on urban development  and
another one on women's livelihood

Learn about the concerns of local
social welfare and development
officers and members of the LGU
Gender and Development Focal
Point System

Take a peek at some of the required
forms LGUs need to accomplish in
applying for a People Survival Fund
(PSF) Grant and see how academic
research can assist an LGU's
application



A Letter From
The Editor

EDITOR IN CHIEF

RR Rañeses

Welcome!

I am thrilled to present to our
Coalition partners and collaborators
the maiden issue of BRIDGING
GAPS - an expanded bi-weekly
compilation of the CiteLOCAL
Coalition's online mini-publications
designed to #makeresearchmatter
across a broad range of local
development and governance
issues advocated by the Coalition. 

It is our hope that these materials
illumine pathways towards a
convergence among academic and
technical researchers and local
policymakers through a deeper
understanding of each other's
distinct languages, issues, and
concerns.
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EVENTS AND UPDATES
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The Tawid Dunong Academic
and Policy Fellows commenced
their Public Policy Masterclasses
in February. The sessions were
held on February 9, 17, 23, and
March 3. 

Check out some of the insights
shared by our Fellows in response
to the lectures and inputs of our
Masterclass Lecturers. Click the
link in the thumbnails below
(cont'd next page)

CiteLOCAL Collaborates
with St. Alexius College

ACADEME

FELLOWS
COMPLETE THE
FIRST MODULE OF
THE PUBLIC POLICY
MASTERCLASSES

TAWID DUNONG

BSK FOUNDATION AND CLICDPH ROLLOUT FREE
4-DAY TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE PHILIPPINE
COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES

CAPACITY BUILDING
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https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/628798484895085

https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/1600457793686515

https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/4947470718644559

The CiteLOCAL Coalition is collaborating
with the St. Alexius College in promoting the
5th Mindanao and 1st International Research
Convention on March 9, 2022 in partnership
with the Department of Science and
Technology Region XI and Quipper. Ms.
Chelsea Roman and Miss Philippines Eco-
Tourism Sofia Galve will represent the
coalition during the 2nd Plenary Session of
the Research Convention.

On Friday, March 4, 2022, Balikatan sa Kaunlaran and the Center for Local

Innovation and Capacity Development (CLICDPH, Inc.) conducted the first in

four training sessions on Public Policy Analysis, Communication, and Advocacy

for the Philippine Council of Agriculture and Fisheries (PCAF) - an attached

agency of the Department of Agriculture (DA). 

The training was made possible through the request of a CiteLOCAL Tawid

Dunong Fellow Ms. Melissa Quiñones who is the Division Chief of the

Partnerships Development Division at PCAF.  The program will end on March

29 with a joint exposure trip to the Philippine Carabao Center in Nueva Ecija.

https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/628798484895085
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/1600457793686515
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/4947470718644559
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/628798484895085
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/628798484895085
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/videos/4947470718644559


EVENTS AND UPDATES
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technical research

agricultural and fisheries policies

environmental/marine

development financing

memory studies

For the first module of their Public

Policy Masterclasses, the Tawid

Dunong Fellows listened to and

engaged with the lectures which

explored ways to make research

matter to local chief executives in

the areas of: 

The first two lectures were delivered

by BSK Executive Director Mr. RR

Rañeses - former instructor at the

Ateneo de Manila University who

regularly commutes between

academic and scholarly research

and policy advisory work. 

For the third lecture, Professor

Amparo Pamela Fabe - CLICDPH,

Inc. Director for Project

Development and a globally

renowned security specialist

discussed ways in which LGUs can

secure development financing by

establishing a Blue Economy

Framework. 

For the fourth lecture, Budapest-

based doctoral student Rose Smith

introduced the fellows to the new

but exciting field of memory studies

using her research on the uses of

collective memory in post-

communist Europe. A lively

exchange on issues surrounding

contested histories/memories in the

Philippines especially in relation to

the Martial Law and EDSA

Revolution histories. 

TAWID DUNONG
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THE

GAP
a weekly digest of suggested thesis
questions/research projects gathered from
conversations and consultations with local
policy makers and stakeholders designed to
#makeresearchmatter in local policy making

SEE THE POST HERE
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IN THIS ISSUE

SEE THE POST HERE

https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/photos/pcb.1560913117615120/1560912080948557/
https://www.facebook.com/clicdph/photos/pcb.1566077090432056/1566071670432598/


Local Agri-Fisheries
Development Policy

Are  the farm-to-market
roads (FMR) and post-
harvest facilities funded
and built by the
government appropriately
situated?

Are they helping increase
local farmer revenues?

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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Each year, both national and
local government units fund the
construction of farm-to-market
roads and the establishment of
post-harvest facilities such as
ice plants and cold storages,
municipal fish ports,
warehouses, and processing
centers. 

In conversations, however, with
local farmers and fisherfolk, the
geographical positioning of
some of these roads and
facilities is often questioned. 

Anecdotes of agricultural lands
being converted into a different
classification after the
construction of farm-to-market
roads also persist. 

Research that can evaluate the
responsiveness of these
infrastructure to the needs of
local farmers will be valuable to
agriculture policy stakeholders.



Local Agri-Fisheries
Development Policy

What farming/fishing
input or implement
associated costs are most
burdensome to local
farmers/fisherfolk?

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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The procurement and distribution of
various equipment, supplies, and other
farm/fishery implements that can
enhance productivity and assist farmers
and fisherfolk is a routine procedure
among local government staff. 

In some instances,
however, the inputs
distributed do not
match actual needs.

Research that can guide local
policy makers in identifying
the proper implements
including technology and their
technical specifications as well
as potential contributions to
enhancing farm or fisheries
productivity will certainly be of
high-impact to local
communities.



Local Agri-Fisheries
Development Policy

Is the Comprehensive Land Use Plan
(CLUP) of the LGU updated,
enforced, and monitored? Does the
LGU's CLUP promote the interests
of the agriculture sector?

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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The CLUP is a planning document
prepared by LGUs to rationalize the
allocation and proper use of land
resources. It projects public and private
land uses in accordance with the future
spatial organization of economic and
social activities.

An LGU's CLUP is enacted into a Zoning
Ordinance which in turn defines the
range of socio-economic activities
allowed and prohibited across various
zones. 

While most LGUs substantially 
comply with the submission of
their respective CLUP, data and
evidence of compliance as well as
problems in its enforcement
particularly in the conversion of
agricultural lands are often
undocumented and used to inform
policymaking. Localized research
on these areas would be valuable
to LGU policymakers.



Local Agri-Fisheries
Development Policy

What alternative
sources of livelihood
can be provided to
local farmers/
fisherfolk engaged
in prohibited and
unsustainable agri-
fishery practices?

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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Systematically understanding
the dynamics of illegal fishing
- including investigative
information on key networks
and tactics - is a key
knowledge gap among local
policymakers.

While most fisherfolk and
agricultural workers are aware
of the harmful environmental
consequences of prohibited
practices, many are forced to
continue due to the absence of
immediate and economically
viable alternatives. 

Examples of best
practices and
successful programs
in similar contexts
can help policy
makers convince their
constituents to adopt
more sustainable
approaches.

Research that can document
these and provide step-by-step
guides will be useful to LGU
policymakers.



Local Agri-Fisheries
Development Policy

Are local farmers/
fisherfolk engaged in
traditional or
culturally-distinct
community practices
that need to be taken
in consideration when
implementing sector-
targeted programs
and projects?

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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Are local
Agriculture and
Fisheries Councils
(AFCs) properly
represented and do
they feel heard in
the relevant LGU
bodies?

Documenting institutional and
historical knowledges of local
agri-fisheries workers is a key
research that LGUs need to
ensure ownership of initiatives
cascaded to them.

Studying roadblocks to the full
participation of AFCs in the
relevant LGU bodies can help
both government and civil
society partners in enhancing
consultative mechanisms and
collaborative undertakings. 
What skills AFCs need to make
their voices heard should also
be a valuable research project. 



Local Tourism
Development

QUESTIONS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER IN
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Are tourism destinations in the community
connected to the appropriate access networks?
Are the road networks convenient and safe for
tourists and other stakeholders? Do tourism
destinations  have access to medical and other
safety facilities?
Are other tourism assets such as cultural
heritage, local cuisine, traditions documented,
preserved, and promoted by the LGU?

What will encourage visiting tourists to
preserve the natural ecosystem of tourism sites
as well as respect local cultures?
Are regulated rates/fees (imposed on tourists
and by service providers) inclusively set and
adequately coordinated?

Are community-based and commercial
tourism destination managers/actors
equipped with the skills to deliver holistic
tourist services? 
Do local residents find increased tourist
arrivals desirable to their community? Are
there trade-offs to the benefits?



BOOKS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER

a weekly review of a related literature 
for students, academics, and local policy 
staff covering innovative topics and lenses of
inquiry that can be used to introduce new
insights in policy making
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BOOKS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER Urban planning, mapping

spaces, and local

livelihood/economies 

THE POLICY AREAS

WHY THE TEXT MATTERS TO POLICY
The text reveals how practices and

techniques of mapping urban life and

spaces can obscure or hide from the

policy maker's view the diversity of

activities occurring in spaces such as

sidewalks

WHAT THE TEXT PROPOSES
Using spatial ethnography

methods, examine how

public spaces tell stories

and how they can be used

to tell stories that can

benefit various sectors 

THE EVIDENCE
The sidewalks of Ho Chi Minh
City in Vietnam reveal a flexible
view among various
stakeholders about sidewalks 
 largely shaped by historical
and current systems of
property rights: for both
government, pedestrians, and
vendors, sidewalks are an
asset for economic growth as
local street food is a tourist
attraction

POLICY RESEARCH TAKE AWAY
What other aspects of
community/urban/city life are
"unmapped" by local policy
makers? What rights or benefits
are withheld and what forms of
violence are suffered by those
who are not within the visual
imaginary of policy makers?
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BOOKS TO #MAKERESEARCHMATTER

Women empowerment, gender and

development,sustainability, livelihood

promotion

THE POLICY AREAS

WHY THE TEXT MATTERS TO POLICY
The collected essays in the book challenge

the persistent market-orientation and profit

drive behind dominant policies on

sustainable development. It invites policy

makers to go beyond looking only at the

inclusion of women as an indicator of

development. 

WHAT THE TEXT PROPOSES
All the essays in the book

propose models of feminized/

gendered productive activities

that can be used as alternative

lenses or knowledge in

reimagining livelihood policy.

THE EVIDENCE
In their respective essays, the
authors demonstrate how the
inclusion of women in development
agendas can only reproduce
patriarchal economies if the very
goal of sustainable livelihood is
economic output. Models of women
productive activities highlight
different motivations and goals
reflecting the embodied struggles of
women.

POLICY RESEARCH TAKE AWAY
To what extent are established Gender and
Development (GAD) indicators used by the
government in advancing gender inclusivity
and sensitivity separated or disconnected
from broader struggles questioning
assumptions about the economic
structure? Are policies managing the
spaces for women's participation more than
learning from women experience and issues
and using women-based experience as  a
lens in formulating or evaluating policy?
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Get to know
what's on the
table of key local
government
officials and staff
and learn how 
 to make
research matter
to their functions
and knowledge
gaps



Make research 

matter to your LGU 

SOCIAL WELFARE &
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

AICS

On their table...

Financial and Material
Assistance

Transportation
Medical
Burial
Educational
Food
Outright cash

Psychosocial Interventions
Referral for other services

Assistance to Individuals in 
Crisis Situations 

SLP

Micro-Enterprise Development
Employment Facilitation

Sustainable Livelihood Program

VAWC
Implementation of RA 9710 or the
Magna Carta of Women and RA
9262 or the Anti-Violence Against
Women and their Children Act

Supplementary
Feeding Program
Program for
Former Rebels
Assistance to PWDs
Program for the
Elderly
Assistance to
Trafficked Persons
Relief Operations

Their commonly identified knowledge gaps...

Coordination design

Database strategies

Verification methods

Effective advocacy
communications
content

Case documentation

staff 
room

As most SWDOs conduct a wide range
of client-targeted activities, they are
always refining ways of properly
coordinating with point persons and
communities.

Knowledge and skills on how to keep,
maintain, and routinely clean-up
records and systematic structures for
effective analysis and reporting are
essential to the work of SWDOs.

Knowledge on how to effectively
write and communicate narratives of
client situations, context, and
interventions conducted is valuable to
SWDOs.

With most SWDO functions requiring
the monitoring of outcomes, SWD staff
and personnel need knowledge that
can help them interpret and analyze
observations and trends in clients.

SWDOs are also communication
agents for the enforcement of a
number of laws protecting and
empowering vulnerable sectors. Data
and other information to help them
develop IEC content are key to
realizing this function. 
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Make research 

matter to your LGU 

GAD (GENDER AND
DEVELOPMENT) FOCAL
POINT SYSTEM OR GFPS

On their table...

Their commonly identified knowledge gaps...

staff 
room
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GAD Database
setting up appropriate systems
and mechanisms to ensure the
generation, processing, review,
and updating of sex-
disaggregated data 

Using the HGDG
Checklists 
developed by the National
Economic Development
Authority (NEDA) and the 
 Philippine Commission on
Women (PCW) the
Harmonized GAD Guidelines
include checklists that LGUs
can apply in designing and
implementing projects across
a broad range of sectors

organization-focused PAPs
client-focused PAPs

GAD Plan Budget
identifying the Programs,
Activities, and Projects (PAPs)
to be funded out of at least
five percent (5%) of the total
LGU annual budget

monitoring implementation
and preparing the GAD
Accomplishment Report

GAD Capacity
Building
developing advocacy and
training programs for LGU
staff and officials

Collecting and
interpreting sex
disaggregated data

Articulating substantive
rather than processual
GAD indicators and
measures

Best practices

Many LGUs struggle with
integrating the collection of sex-
disaggregated data in the various
information gathering activities of
the LGU as well as understanding
what the numbers say and situating
them in the LGU's context.

LGU GFPS are aways looking out
for programs implemented in other
localities or countries with
promising GAD outcomes,
particularly those that draw a
broad range of participants that
can be replicated in their own
LGU. 

Although the various HGDG checklists provide
an exhaustive list of indicators that can be
used to measure and monitor GAD
mainstreaming and integration into
development activities of the LGU, a majority
of these indicators are process-oriented
rather than substantive. 

Literature and studies that define substantive
metrics in realizing GAD objectives can help
not only in assessing GAD dimensions of
programs but creating GAD-focused
activities.



orms

emplates
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Articulating and
formulating the
appropriate goals
is a key challenge for
many LGUs even in
regular development
programming.

Data-backed narratives defining the problem a
proposed project seeks to address 
Empirical comparisons that can be used as basis for
defining outcome indicators
Sample activity designs and their intended outcomes

WHAT RESEARCHERS CAN PROVIDE



LET US BRIDGE
YOU THERE

CENTER FOR LOCAL INNOVATION AND

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT (CLICDPH, Inc.)

http://facebook.com/clicdph
https://clicdph.com/
https://clicdph.com/

